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Giving you the power to see inside heating systems without being in the 
property, and take action to stop breakdowns BEFORE they happen.

Stay ahead of heating 
system breakdowns



The problems caused by 
poor water quality

SLUDGE

OF BOILERS BREAK 
DOWN EVERY YEAR. 

60% ARE
DUE TO

15%

SLUDGE

OF ALL BOILER 
BREAKDOWNS IN 

THE FIRST FIVE 
YEARS ARE DUE TO

80%

21.5 

MILLION
BOILERS 

IN THE UK

PER YEAR IN 
UNEXPECTED BILLS

£700
BOILER 

BREAKDOWNS 
COST THE UK OVER 

MILLION

IS THE 

#1 
CAUSE OF BOILER 
BREAKDOWNS

SLUDGE

6 

MILLION
SERVICE CALLS 

A YEAR

Introducing ADEY Sense®

Changes to water quality puts a property at risk of 
boiler breakdown and increased fuel consumption 
and gas bills due to the boiler having to work harder.

Being aware of early signs of these changes could 
save the cost and inconvenience of a breakdown 
and help prolong the life of a boiler.

Good water management is key to preventing the 
main cause of central heating breakdown.
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Heating and hot water are basic needs for any 
household. A lack of either does not just cause 
discomfort but can be a risk to health and wellbeing. 

Magnetite, or sludge, in the heating system is the 
number one cause of heating system and boiler 
breakdowns. It’s the invisible problem that reduces 
efficiency and heat output. 

It’s such a problem that industry standards 
including Benchmark, British Standards 7593:2019 
and Building Regulations (Part L) now include water 
treatment steps to help maintain a healthy system 
and extend boiler life.

Protecting against magnetite isn’t a one-off job,
corrosion and magnetite levels can change rapidly 
between scheduled visits.

Once corrosion starts, magnetite builds up at an
accelerated rate, and if untreated, this could cause 
boiler breakdown, expensive repair work and 
increased energy bills.

Based on independent research carried out by ADEY, Delta EE.

ADEY Sense® is your tool to monitor heating system 
health for all properties in one place. When used 
with ADEY Sense compatible products, it gives you 
the early indication of changing magnetite levels 
in the system, so you can stop costly breakdowns 
BEFORE they happen.

Monitor heating 
systems in multiple 

properties

Prioritise visits

Address properties at risk 

Detect & be alerted to early 
signs of changes to magnetite 

levels in a heating system
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Corrosion works faster than you think

564 days

20 days

12 days

439 days

1 day

What’s happening in heating systems?

Magnetite is caused by an imbalance within heating 
system water. This could be initiated by many factors 
including pH and corrosion. The problem is that once 
magnetite starts to form, it can accelerate rapidly and 
cause big problems in sensitive boiler components.

Significant degradation of system chemistry

System chemistry is out of control

System under control

Our scientists have been carefully monitoring what 
happens with magnetite in real-life heating systems 
up and down the country thanks to the ADEY Sense 
remote monitoring technology and the findings 
might surprise you.

A low amount of magnetite has been detected within the 
ADEY Sense filter initially, with the pace of magnetite 
accelerating over time. 

The system is not under control. Activity continues, 
showing decreasing control of water quality and 
accelerated corrosion level.

Likely reasons for this: 

• A change in system chemistry due to system 
maintenance e.g. radiator draindown.

• The system is not being protected with inhibitor.

• There’s a leak in the system.

A high amount of magnetite has been collected initially; 
however, further magnetite collection continues.

The system is not under control.

Likely scenarios: 

• Settled magnetite in radiators may have been drawn into 
suspension through maintenance undertaken when the 
filter was fitted.

• The system is not being protected with inhibitor.

• There’s a leak in the system.

• A filter installed on a system that wasn’t cleaned.

The system chemistry is under control; however, the 
magnetite levels are too high and requires a flush to improve 
heating efficiency and to reduce risk of future breakdown.

The system is now under control.

Likely scenarios: 

• Settled magnetite in radiators may have been drawn into 
suspension through maintenance undertaken when the 
filter was fitted

• The system was not sufficiently clean prior to fitting the filter

• The system is now protected with inhibitor

If corrective action isn’t taken, 
high magnetite levels cause a 
multitude of problems including: 

Radiator 
cold spots

Noisy central  
heating system

Reduced 
heat output

Increased 
energy bills

System breakdown. No 
heating and no hot water

This is what a high risk 
build-up of magnetite 
looks like.

Red Alert!

Medium Risk
Continue to monitor for changes 

in status. 

Action = clean filter and water 
test at next visit.

Low Risk
Magnetite level is low. No 
immediate risk to heating 

performance. 

No action needed.

High Risk
System at risk of reduced efficiency and 

potential breakdown or repair. 

Action = prioritise visit to water test, 
remove magnetite and treat the system.
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Monitoring heating makes more Sense
Checking for the quality of water annually during a service 
is recommended to retain a healthy heating system. 

Scientific testing has proven that a change in water 
quality is possible between services, which could put a 
heating system at risk.

You can now use the information detected through the 
ADEY Sense filters and ADEY ProCheck® digital water 
testing to manage the risk of breakdown and prioritise 
corrective measures.

Each property fitted with an ADEY MagnaClean® Sense 
filter will display information on your dedicated Sense 
account via the portal or App. Here, you can see the 
historical water test results via ProCheck and the status 
of magnetite for each property in an easy-to-action Red, 
Amber or Green status.

This information will enable you to detect which 
properties are at most risk or have had a change in 
status, which requires action to manage the health of 
the heating system and prevent breakdown.

8 months

11 months



• See for themselves the quality of their heating system water and understand that 
their system is well maintained and less likely to fail

• Have trust and confidence that what the engineer is recommending is needed

• Rationalise the need to spend money on treating the heating system water

• Save money in the long term by prolonging the life of the boiler

• Save money on unnecessary future repairs

• Avoid disruptive, unexpected breakdown for constant comfort

• Protect boiler warranty

• Save money on unnecessary fuel costs caused by an inefficient heating system

• Help educate the homeowner on the importance of good water quality

• Give visible proof of the need for water treatment

• Build trust and peace of mind by using products that give third-party proof of system health

• Demonstrate that your work is completed to a high standard

• Stand out from the competition and add value by offering an ongoing monitoring service

• Better manage time by prioritising properties at high risk of breakdown

• Manage the engineer’s completion of work

• Save money on repeat visits, replacement boilers, spare parts, out of warranty costs

• Prioritise property visits based on those that are most at risk 

• Proactive preventative maintenance

• Easy asset and compliance management

• Win and keep business

• Effectively manage engineer compliance

The Consumer: 
Education and trust

The Installer/Small Business Owner:
Win more business

The Contractor:
Work efficiently

How does ADEY Sense® 
benefit you?
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• Manage contractor compliance

• Reduce risk of boiler breakdown (saving up to 4.5% on boiler replacements per year)

• Improve tenant comfort and wellbeing

• Compliance with Habitable Homes Act–the right to continuous heating and hot water 

• Reduce carbon emissions within housing stock by up to 7%

• Save tenant energy bills by up to £90 a year*

• Part L, BS 7593:2019 and benchmark compliance

• Improve buyer satisfaction through reduced requirement for aftercare and 
good system health

• Save money on unnecessary treatment, repairs, parts and paying for return 
remedial visits

Landlords/Social Housing/
Local Authority:
Save money

The Housing Developer:
Save money
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Water management 
through ADEY Sense® 

From viewing heating system health and seeing which properties are due their annual check, to assigning 
engineers to a high-risk property, Sense helps you to manage heating system health better. 

Real-time magnetite capture status on 
properties with a Sense compatible filter

Historic heating system health information 
with ProCheck® water testing

Easy property targeting so the highest-
risk properties can be visited first

Easy data downloads for further reporting 
on all property activity

Easy-to-use app for connecting new filters 
and reviewing property status on the road

Service reminders
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Using Sense gives you the power to manage all your properties in one place. 

MagnaClean 
Professional3 Sense®

ADEY
ProCheck®

There is a range of products that enable you to start monitoring properties with ADEY 
Sense. This includes the MagnaClean Micro3 Sense® and MagnaClean Professional3 
Sense® magnetic inline filters, and ADEY ProCheck® the onsite digital water test.

ADEY Sense®

compatible products

The pioneering Sense filter, Pro3 takes the easy installation and 
outstanding magnetic capture of our leading MagnaClean filters 
and adds monitoring technology to link with ADEY Sense.

• Market-leading MagnaClean technology

• Wi-Fi connectivity

• Opt-in quarterly sludge status reports for homowners with 
HomeZone

The UK’s first digital water test that gives instant, onsite, lab-style 
results for heating system health straight to a smartphone or tablet. 
ProCheck® tests for the three main factors concerning heating 
health and gives instant, independently verified recommendations 
for remedial action so the problem can be resolved immediately, 
reducing the need for multiple engineer visits. 

• Tests for corrosion, pH and inhibitor levels

• System health reports can be shared with the homeowner

• GPS tagging, so you know where the test was taken

• Independently verified recommendations for remedial action

• Approved by KIWA and Benchmark
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How to manage a high-risk property
It’s not just about having the data, it’s about what you do with it. Here’s an 
example of how you can use this information to keep properties protected.

Person in charge of managing properties 
through Sense (Sense Admin) receives a 
notification that a property has changed 
to Red status

The resident is contacted to arrange a 
visit to diagnose and rectify the issue

The engineer visits the property 
to clean and service the filter. A 
ProCheck® water test confirms the 
problem has been resolved

The property returns to Green status 
in Sense and is now better protected 
from heating system breakdown

Have complete confidence that the engineers working on your 
behalf have left each property in a good condition. 

It’s easy to manage your properties, assign engineers and check 
test results and filter readings so you can be sure your engineers 
are complying to the latest standards. 

Add and remove engineers

Assign contractors to visit properties at the touch of a button

Engineers can only see the properties they are assigned

Monitor engineer compliance and completion of corrective 
action in one place

Making compliance easy

Sense Admin notifies the assigned 
engineer/contractor of a change in 
status and advises a visit is needed

Filter properties by results for easy targeting

British standards

Building Regulations Part L

Getting started with
ADEY Sense® 

It’s really easy to start monitoring heating health 
with ADEY Sense®. 

To get started, visit sense.adey.com, or download 
the App using your smartphone or tablet.
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To find out more, watch the ADEY 
Sense® playlist on our YouTube channel.

SCAN TO WATCH


